Identification of diagnostic biomarkers evaluated in Bile duct cancer

✓ A diagnostic development group intends to identify diagnostic biomarkers evaluated in Bile duct cancer and study overlapping of these biomarkers across different indications

✓ To analyze the diagnostic biomarkers that are common between Bile duct cancer and other oncological, metabolic and cardiovascular indications

✓ To explore the probable role of common diagnostic markers reported in multiple indications which will enable in understanding the complex biological system and cellular networks in disease development.
To perform the analysis, following search strategy can be adopted in GOBIOM

1. Retrieve all Diagnostic biomarkers of Bile duct cancer from GOBIOM database using the ‘Heat map analytics’ option present in the menu bar

2. Perform the interested query using the options present in ‘strategy search’ i.e. select ‘Bile duct cancer’ by selecting ‘indication’ search parameter followed by selecting ‘diagnosis’ in the ‘Application’ parameter

3. Build the search strategy by adding the parameters of interest and combine them using AND, OR, NOT options

4. Select the interested dataset and select the respective X and Y axis to display the heat map with the retrieved biomarkers by clicking on the ‘Analyze’ button.
Tool retrieves the diagnostic biomarkers of Bile duct cancer and map them with the other indications to which they are reported for the same diagnostic application.

The common diagnostic biomarkers between Bile duct cancer and other indications are displayed in the form of a heat map.
Based on the heat maps user can gain following insights

✓ Analyze large set of biomarkers quickly and effectively
✓ Visualize biomarker trends in an indication
✓ Evaluate and understand the role of biomarkers common between different indications
✓ Identification of potential and reliable biomarkers from the data set
✓ Identification of outliers for more accurate results